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VALUE DISTRIBUTION OF AN ANALYTIC FUNCTION
DOMINATED BY A SEQUENCE OF MONOMIALS

IL HAE LEE, SANG MOON KIM AND lUNG HYUK :RANG

t. Introduction

Let fez) be a meromorphic function defined on the complex plane C.
For any complex a, including 00, we denote by

(l) n(r, a) =n(r, a, f)

(3)

the number of roots, of the equation fez) =a in Izl ::;:r. We write

(2) N(r, a) = f: net, a) ~n(O, a) dt+n(O, a) log r.

If we assume that /(0)*a then the formula (2) becomes siimply

N(r. a) = f: nett a) dt.

Following AhHors [lJ and Shimizu [3J. we define

(4) _ 1 fr f2. IfI(ter
') 12

A(r)-1r otdt 0 0+lfI 2)2 dO.

and define the AhHors and Shimizu characteristic by

(5)

We write

T(r) = f: A~t) dt.

(6) M(r a) =-1_f2·log IO+ I/(rei')j~) (1+ laI2LJ~:df).
, 2'1: 0 If(re") -al
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Under the assumption fez) *a, one can write the first fundamental
theorem in the form of Ahlfors and Shimizu;

(7) T(r)=f
T

A(t) dt=N(r, a) +M(r, a) -M(O, a).
o t

Let S be the Riemann sphere, a sphere of unit diameter lying on the
complex plane and touching the plane at the origin. Consider the stereo
graphic projection, if dp is an element of area in the plane near a point
z and dA the corresponding element of area on the sphere, then dA=dp/
(1+lzI2). Thus 1rA(r) «4) in the above) is the area (with counting
multiplicity) of the image on the Riemann sphere of Iz I<r by f(z).

By the formula (5), we have

(8) r ;,. T(r) =A(r).

From (8), we know that if fez) is not constant in the plane then T(r)
is positive, convex, and strictly increasing function of log r. For a fixed
a (7) shows that

(9) N(r,a)<T(r)+O(1) as r-KXJ.

From (9), one can deduce that

(10) n(r, a) <A(r) +0(1) for a sequence of r-KXJ.

If fez) is not constant, (10) shows that

~~~ nt// <1.

Since

A(r) = area of f.( {z : Izl <r})
area of Rlemann sphere

we know that A(r) is average number of times points on the Riemann
sphere are covered by the image of \zl<r by fez).

Let

n(r) = sup n(r, a).
"ECU"

We know that
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1<~!:L- A(r) .

Haymann and Stewart [3J. proved that

l <lim n(r) <e(=2 71' .. )
-r:;;;- A(r) - . .

In this paper we construct some functions. which give better estimation
for the right hand side of the above inequality.

2. Main results

Let fez) be an analytic function on the complex plane. We adopt the
following notations

(11)

and

(12)

M(f.r)=sup{lf(z) I :z=r}

m(f. r) =inf {If(z) I : z=r}.

Through out this paper {rk} denote a positive strictly incresing sequence
with rk-+oo as k-+oo.

Suppose that fez) = f:. fn (z) where fn (z) are analytic and converges
n=O

uniformly on compact subsets of the complex plane. Futher, for each rk,
we can choose an fn. such that

Then we call {In.. rk} dominates fez). and fn. dominates fez) at rk.
For the convenience of description, write

and

Mk=M(fk, rk),
Mk=M(f-In, rk),

mk=m(Ik. rk)
mk=m(f-Ik' rk)

n(~)=sup{n(r, a) \a\ <R}.
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RROPOSITION 1. Let fez) be analytic on the complex plane and it has
a dominating sequence {fk, rk} which satisfies

m(fHh rk+l»2M(fk+h rk+1).

Then

for all R.

Proof. Let f(O) = fJ. Since, mk-+oo, one can choose a large k so that

(14)

By (14) and Rouche's theorem., we know that

fez) -/3=f(z) - fk(Z) +fk(Z)-fJ

and

fk(Z) - fJ

have the same number of zero's in {z: Izl <r}.
Hence, one can find '1)1 and '1)2 such that

f(TJ1) = fJ, 17)11 <rk

and

Set

and

H k is sufficiently large, (13) implies that

(15)
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Consider the following counting functions

(16)

and

(17)

1 f !/(%)
n(/, r", w)= "_' !( ) dz

""., lal=ra %-a

- 1 f !/(z)n(!", r", w) --2' .r. ( ) dz.
11:, lal=ra" Z -w

Since, ne!, r", w) is integer valued and continuous on {w: Iwl <m,,}, it
follows that

(18) ne!, r", w) =n(!, r", 0) =n(!, r", {3)

for Iwl<m",
By the same argument, we have

(19) n(!", r", w) =n(!", r", 0) =n(I", r", {3)

for Iwl <mA,
(18) and (19) show that

(20) ne!, r", w) =n(!", r", w) =n(!", r", 0) =n(!, r", 0)

for all Iwl <m"-l.

.For each fixed R(>O), we can choose an m"-l so that

R<m"_l.

Then, (10) shows that

n' {~} = sup {n(r", w) : Iwl <R}

=n(!, rA, 0)
=n(r",O),

and this proves the proposition.

Now we add another stric restriction on the dominating sequence of !,
and prove the following.

PROPOSJTION 2. Let 1 satitfy o1l o! the conditions 01 the above propo
sition. Futher, assume that there is a finite constant M such that

(21)
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for a fixed a and for all k=l, 2, "',.
Then

lim n(r) =l.
r= A(T)

Proof. Let III <it. Then from (15), we have

III <mk+l<mk+2.

From (20), we know that

(22) n(f, r", 1) <n(f, r"+2, 1) =n(fk+2, rk+2, 1)
=n (f, rk+2, 0) =n (fk+2' Tk+2, 0).

Choose k so large that lal <nh_l. Then from (20), (21) and (22), we
have

n(f", r", a) =n(f", r", 0) =n(f, r,., 0)
n(fk+2' rH2, a) =n(fk+1.' r+2, 0) =n(j, "k+2, 0)

and

(23) n(f, r", l)-::;;'n(l, r,., 0) +2M

for all 111-::;;,M,,<mk+l.
Without loss of generality, we assume that n(/, r) .......oo(as r-oo).

Hence, we have

(24)

Let e>O, then by (23) and (24), we know that there is a ko such
that

(25) (l+e/2)n(l, r", O»n(l, r", 1)

for all k>ko and all lEe.
It follows that

(26) (I +e/2)n(/, r", O»n(l, r,,) =n(r,,).

(27)
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and

(28) n(rk, O)sn(r, O)sn(rHh 0).

On the other hand (21) gives

n(rHh 0) -n(rk, O)SM

for sufficiently large ~

Now choose k1(>ko) such that

(e/2) n(rk,0»3M

for all k>kh then using (27) and (28), we conclude that

(29) (1+e)n(r,0»n(r) for all r>rk•.

Finally, we have

lim n(rLslim (l+e)n(r,O)
r-'" ACr) -,::;00 A(r)

S(1+e)lim n(r,O)
-;::;00 A (r)

S(1+e).

Since (e>O) is arbitrally constant, it gives

lim. n(r) =l.
r-'" A(r)

Now we want to construct an analytic function with dominating
sequences. In [2J, [Arias] constructed an f which has exceptional sets
of the second fundamental theorem of Nevalina theory. The function
admits a dominating sequences.

Following his method, we construct an example.

EXAMPLE. Let {..:l,,} be a positive integer valued sequence satisfying
l(n»2..:l(n-l) and {T..} be a positive sequence with T"+1-:::;;'(T../2)'l.
Let A.. be given by

A - {(T"),, : "«2k)Sn<l(2k+ 1)
,,- 0 : "«2k-l) <n<,H2k)

Then the analytic function
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I(X) = tAnX"
"=0

admits a dominating sequence.

Proo/. Set

11 1(2k-1)

L: (X) = L: A"X",
1 ,,=0

and

k ..

L:(X)= E A"X".
2 ,,=1(211)+1

We shall show that (/",1',,) dominates I, where 1'k is defined by

1',,=2/ (T)'(2kJ) 2.

Now we give an estimation of L:i;

k

:E={l/k(X)I : IXI=1'k}
2

= (T)'(2kJ 1'.ll)).(2k)
= [TmkJ ,2 (T).(2kJ)-2]A<2kJ
=2)'(2k) /(T).(2kJ)).(2">,

k k

:E= {\ :E(X) I : IXI =1'k}
1 1

::;;:1(2k-l) (2 (TJ.<2"J) 2)).(2k-n

=1(2k-l)2).(2k-n / (T1(2k»)).(2k-n.

By a simple calculation, we have

and
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• k k • 1
hm:E/:Eshm-21=0.k-'" 1 2 1-"

k

For the estimation of :E. consider
3

A XA(2kl+11
A(2k) +I X=r,

= (T.H2k)+I)l'.2kl+l( 2 )l\2k)+I
T l (2kl+1

= (TA<2k) 21) l:2k)+!(2-2' ) lt2k)+I[2H2k l+11(Tl(2k»)l.2k)+lJ

• 2-21<l (2kl+1)

S2-ll2k)+I.

Hence. we have

From the above calculation. we have

lim Mklmk=O
k-'"

and

mk+l=Mk+l>2Mk•

Hence we know that {/k. rk} dominates I. But it does not satisfy (21).
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